
 

 

Dear Valued Clients: 

With the Stay at Home mandates initiated across the United States due to COVID-19, we have received emails 

from some of our customers asking how to proceed with fire life safety inspections and maintenance. We 

understand the concern and the uncertainty whether pausing inspections and repairs is permitted or if they must 

continue. 

NFPA released a statement in response to maintaining Fire Life Safety systems during COVID-19. 

(for full statement and guidelines please see attached ). To avoid compromising fire and life safety the new “NFPA 

Guidance for Maintaining Fire Protection and Life Safety Systems Regardless of Occupancy Status” fact sheet 

includes the following points: 

•  All commercial and multi-occupancy residential buildings should maintain fully operational fire and life 

safety systems  as required by the applicable codes and standards (NFPA 25, NFPA 72, & NFPA 101) 

•  Those responsible for these buildings should adhere to the expected schedules for inspection, testing, 

and maintenance  (ITM) that are vital to their operation 

•  Public and private employees who perform the inspection, maintenance and other responsibilities for 

these systems should be deemed essential workers 

• Most ITM requirements can be executed by a single ITM service provider  limiting the need for face to 

face interaction 

•  Systems on construction sites that are being temporarily abandoned should remain in an operating 

condition as specified in the construction safety plan 



•  Blocking open smoke or fire-protection rated doors can compromise the integrity of a building’s 

compartmentation plan. Maintaining these opening protectives is critical 

At Fire Solutions NW, we have adjusted our business practices to adhere to necessary health and safety precautions 
as directed 

by the CDC, while maintaining the Life Safety systems as described by NFPA. 

•  Maintain Social Distancing, keeping 6 feet apart from others within homes and inspection sites 

•  Provide appropriate PPE including N95+ face masks, protective gloves and shoe coverings, as well as, hand 

sanitizer with at least a 60% alcohol content to workers 

•  Promote rigorous handwashing for 20 seconds as recommended before and after site visits 

•  Employees who are feeling sick are to stay home and seek medical attention if necessary 

•  Comply with temporary “Work From Home” arrangements where necessary for those that are able to 

Our goal at Fire Solutions NW is always to keep the communities entrusted to us safe; and during these unprecedented 
times, 

our commitment to your Fire Protection and Life Safety Systems is paramount. We are happy to be of service to 

you and our team and we are available to you for any questions you may have. Please do not hesitate to contact 

us. 

Sincerely, 

!

Josh!Fitzpatrick!and!the!Fire!Solutions!NW’s!team!


